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2 Star testing
1st August 2017 was the range day for the
2* cadets. This is always one of the most
anticipated days of camp, particularly so
this year with the addition of a shotgun
range, which for most was the favourite
part of the day and will almost definitely be
added again for future camps. A special
mention however must go to the SSM
scoring 10/10 on the shoot.

1 Star Testing
With a night under the stars being the first for
many of these newer cadets, the one start
testing group have been learning how to live
out in the field, sleeping under nothing but
an improvised shelter made from a Basha (A
large nylon sheet of camouflage material).
Whilst there, they have putting into
practice military Fire & Manouvre
Skills using LNR ACF’s
Paint Ball equipment.

3 Stars
Attack their training

The exercise culminated in a barrage of section
attacks. These really test the training and team work
of all of the cadets involved as they are presented
with a situation to which they have to react, formulate
a plan of action known as a “Battle Appreciation”.
It requires quick thinking and decision making; all
transferable soft skills into daily life as these young
adults embark on their journey into employment
and higher education.
Despite the rough terrain, changing weather and
hard work, it was great to see so many happy faces
out in the field.

On Tuesday we caught up with the 3 and 4 Stars
who were out on their second day of their Field
Tactical Exercise (FTX).
Military exercises in the Army Cadet Force are
design to complement the teaching of some of the
ACF’s core values; Discipline, Courage, Selfless
Commitment, Loyalty and Respect for Others,
whilst providing exciting and challenging training.
Throughout the day 4 stars were leading 3 stars
whilst they practiced ambush drills and section
attacks. The leadership training which this provides,
whilst useful in the ACF will also benefit these older
cadets greatly by giving them leadership training
and confidence.

CSM’S

STAFF’s
STORIES

T

his week Cadet Sgt Major Waller from
Gibraltar detachment, A Company Joined
the PR team, where she will be covering stories
from camp, gaining some photography, video
and interview training throughout the week.

The four-star cadre were leading the section of
three stars as they ambushed the enemy. Cadet
Sergeant Kendall from A Company explained that
“you have to carry a positive attitude to keep the
morale up and be a good IC”.

C

Lieutenant Mann (Training Officer for E Company)
went on to say “You have to have a sense of
teamwork to work as a unit to carry out a successful
field exercise”.

adet Staff Sergeant Lucy Waller is attached to
the Public Relations Team as a “PR Cadet” to
gain an insight into how LNR ACF PR Team get the
news out to the world about the achievements of
our cadets. These are Staff’s Stories:
Today we met the three and four star cadres down
at the training area to fill in on the action packed
day in the field.

The three star Cadre had a morning of section
attacks. Lance Corporal Randall from E Company
explained “it’s a lot of fun and gets you active”.
Corporal Haynes from B Squadron also said “The
thrills you get from it is absolutely amazing, he later
explains that having the four stars need them was
really good fun as they saw that in a whole new
light”.
The morale was
high at the
training area
with the cadets
buzzing for their
final day in the
field.

F

rom Paddle Boarding to Mountain Biking,
Dingy Sailing to the Cave Bus (Yes, you read
that right.. read on), The 2 Star training cadets
made a splash today as we visited them for
their Adventurous Training Day at Hawley Lake
near Farnborough.
After being split down
into groups, the cadets
then rotated around the
different activities:

On the Water
Paddle Boarding. Test you courage (and balance!)
to see if you can stand up on a Surf Board, on
water, with a brisk wind blowing and paddle across
a lake. And then play Football using the paddles
instead of your feet.
Raft Building. The ultimate test of team work on
the day. Not only do you need to work together to
build a raft that will keep your team afloat without
falling apart, but you then need to all work together
to paddle your raft across the lake and back and
beat the cadets in an opposing team!
Open Kayak. Speed, Skill, Determination and
adventure across the lake in an open kayak. Then
race other cadets as they try to capsize you.
Dingy Sailing. Challenge yourself by working as
a pair at the mercy of the wind.
Accuracy and quick reactions are
vital with this activity as you fight
against the wind to gain speed
and skim over the water
whilst trying not to
capsize!

On Land
Mountain Biking: Perseverance, grit, stamina and
a whole lot of fun as you follow trails selected by
LNR ACF’s Trail Biking Instructors. Muddy lanes,
deep puddles and downhill slopes.
MTa Command Task Kit: There is no one in charge
in a leaderless task. Work with your fellow cadets
and get ideas in from everyone to complete your
build task with LNR ACF’s specialist team building
MTa Kit.
Cave Bus: That’s
right!! It arrived at
camp yesterday.
Its a cave, in a
bus…. or a bus
around a cave…
confused?
So
where the cadets
as they crawled
their way through
a
maze
of
confined space tunnels on the inside of this unique
experience. Not for the faint hearted and requires a
lot of courage and self-discipline!
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OC- OFFICER COMMANDING

Senior commissioned officer
in charge of cadets and adults
within a company, squadron or
training cadre.
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FTX- FIELD TACTICAL
EXERCISE

A challenging and exciting militar
y
themed programme which is the
culmination of cadets training
throughout the year

